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KOREAN REFORMS.

We find in history a law of compensation, not a merely monetary compensation but a payment in kind. The Goths paid Rome back in kind. Asia Minor gave to Greece the Hellenic race and was repaid by the most perfect of all heathen civilizations. England gave to America some of her very best and today is reaping her reward in the largest market for her manufactures and her greatest food supply.

A thousand years ago a series of civilizing agencies found their way from the mainland of Asia eastward to Korea and through her to Japan. Not the least among these agencies was the Buddhist religion, for it gave Japan a unifying influence which made possible her subsequent power. A thousand years have elapsed and still the law of compensation has remained unverified in her case.

It is not my intention to broach the question as to the merits of the war now in progress, but to ask whether there are in it any signs of a real determination on the part of the Japanese to meet their obligations to Korea and pay the debt contracted so many centuries ago.
There lies before me a document whose title is "Resolutions agreed to by the Korean Council of State and submitted to His Majesty for approval." This Council of State is composed of the highest officials of the land chosen to fill the places left vacant by the retirement of the pro-Chinese party. The Council of State is a body formed at the instance of the Japanese to consider the question of administrative and social reforms in Korea.

It will be well to remember that one of Japan's most pointed arguments in the beginning of this struggle was that the practical anarchy existing in Korea was a menace to the interests of Japan. Whether this was said sincerely or merely to cloak an ulterior design matters very little if only it results in a thorough cleansing of Korean politics.

What then are some of the changes proposed in these resolutions?

Henceforward the year from the establishment of the dynasty is to be the date on all official documents within the Kingdom and without.

The agreements with China shall be altered and ministers plenipotentiary shall be sent to the various powers.

As might be expected, the resolutions begin by asserting virtually a complete independence on the part of Korea. It cannot be denied that Korea has held an anomalous position before the world for the last decade, being recognized by some powers as a sovereign state and by others as a vassal.

Which of these two views is the proper one is not our province to discuss but merely to indicate the fact that, by this declaration, the Council of State proposes to assert complete independence for Korea.

The first of these seems uncalled for until we remember
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that from the very earliest times victorious peoples in eastern Asia have hastened to impose their calendar upon conquered states. Korean history informs us that when the Mongols took Korea they forthwith compelled the people to adopt the Mongol calendar. When the Manchous took Korea some three centuries ago the same thing took place. So this resolution to use a purely Korean date is a characteristically Asiatic way of asserting independence.

The distinction between patrician and plebeian rank shall be done away and men shall be selected for office according to ability, without distinction of birth.

This is distinctly Utopian but it is a bold thrust at the very throat of the beast that is throttling Korea.

Whatever mistakes the Japanese may or may not have made they have diagnosed the Korean disease most accurately.

The whole trouble lies in those words Nyangban and Sango-nom. It is not that a distinction between upper and lower classes is bad but because there is no possibility of working down. We Westerners talk about working up but in Korea the great trouble is that a man of the upper class, however desperate his circumstances, cannot throw off his coat and start in at the foot of the ladder. Any Korean can work his way up if he has brains and money. There are many men of high position who began most humbly. No, it is when the man of good blood has to tighten his belt "to the sharp belly-pinch," as Kipling has it, that caste distinctions make trouble. He immediately looks about for a relative upon whose bounty he may live without forfeiting his claim to the name of gentleman by having to engage in common labor. There can be but one result. As many men of low birth succeed by hook or crook in reaching the estate of Nyang-ban while none ever descend
from that social height, it follows that the ratio between the
low class, or the producers and the high class, or the con-
sumers, constantly changes, to the detriment of the laboring
class. The producers have to yield up to the official class, year
by year, an ever increasing proportion of their earnings. The
army of parasites about every government office constantly in-
creases in size until the limit of endurance is reached and the
ruling party is totally estranged from the masses. This may
show how deep a furrow is being plowed by this one resolution.
It asserts the right of any man, however high his birth, to
engage in any honest trade or occupation without forfeiting his
claims to the name gentleman. Now this is a splendid prin-
iple but there is one difficulty in the way. It is public senti-
ment that decides whether a man shall be called a gentleman
and be treated as such. No law is of the least force in the mat-
ter. This resolution is not so much a law as a statement
of opinion designed to give direction to public opinion and
gradually work it up to a point where the enunciation of such
a principle will be unnecessary.

The law which renders the family and connections of a crim-
inal liable to punishment shall be totally abrogated. The offender
only shall be punished.

It is evident that there was no preliminary planning in
regard to the arrangement of these resolutions for among the
first five we find resolutions regarding the calendar, foreign
relations, official caste and the penal code.

Both time and strength would have been saved if a care-
ful plan had been worked out beforehand and the resolutions
had been discussed according to some definite system. It seems
that there were some ideas that were crowding for utterance
and were pushed forward at the start regardless of plan or
method. This by no means invalidates the usefulness of the
resolutions but on the other hand is a hopeful sign as showing that on some of the most fundamental points there was practical unanimity.

This fifth resolution is a very long step toward an enlightened government and unlike some of the resolutions it can be supported by the arm of the law. It is practical. It is manifest that the law which included a man's family in the guilt of his crime was intended as a strong deterrent, for a man could not but take this into account before attempting an unlawful deed even if he were sure of escaping himself. Such a law was a confession on the part of the government of its inability to capture the offender. If this law is abrogated, therefore, its abrogation must be followed by some efficient plan for the detection of crime and the capture of the criminal. If the police of the country are unable to track down the criminal in a large majority of cases, it is evident that there is no strong deterrent to crime and the latter state of that country will be worse than the first.

*Early marriages are strictly forbidden. A man must be twenty years old and a woman sixteen before they marry.*

We have here a resolution that is benificent in every way and which can be opposed on no reasonable grounds.

Child marriage in Korea is not the curse that it is in India because in Korea the age is usually greater and the laws which bind the child widow are not so onerous. At the same time it is a relic of barbarism and is the cause of untold suffering. It often happens that the girl is taken to the house of her betrothed years before the wedding takes place and her position there is practically that of a slave to her future mother-in-law. This resolution then will have a most salutary effect upon the Korean home life.
Widows of high or low estate shall be permitted to marry as they please.

This resolution is the complement of the preceding one and is intended to liberate woman from the last and greatest disability under which she suffers. It is true that among the middle and lower classes women have been allowed a certain degree of liberty in this direction but no widow has ever been married with all the rites and honors of a first marriage. It is to be doubted whether this resolution will be accepted by the people at large and acted upon for many a year to come. Especially is this true of women of the higher class. It is to be feared that the women themselves, the very ones whom this resolution is intended specially to benefit will prove the greatest obstacle to its general adoption. This is one of the things that must come by slow degrees. Public sentiment must be educated up to it.

The law authorizing the keeping of official or private male or female slaves shall be abolished and it shall be forbidden to buy or sell any person.

This is the Korean emancipation proclamation. Slavery has existed in Korea from time immemorial but in a mild form and unattended by many of the horrors which it has bred in some more enlightened countries. Its worst feature has been the law by which the wives and daughters of offenders can be seized and made slaves, subject to every caprice of their masters.

To select men for office by literary examinations is the law of the country, but it is difficult to test ability by literary essays alone. The throne is to be memorialised to alter the method of selection and adopt other rules on the subject.

If there is any innovation that will break up the old foundations more than any other it is this. To be sure the Koreans all knew that it was a farce and that the man who could
pay most handsomely or who had the ear of one of the influential officials would be sure to draw the prize, and yet there still remained the old time honored custom of going up to the capital and trying for a prize and as the unexpected does sometimes happen, chance might favor them. Korean tradition and folklore are full of stories about the examinations, and the doing away with them will eliminate a most fundamental factor from Korean life of to-day. It will be like taking from the Swiss his alpine horn, from the Englishman his Christmas, from the Spaniard his bull-fight, from the Italian his carnival, from the Turk his Mecca.

It is important to note the resolutions bearing on finance for this is practically the leading question in all countries. In these resolutions the matter of finance is touched upon in several places but without any logical order. The plan for spending the money is put before the plan for raising it, but if the resolutions on the subject be arranged in proper order the plan will stand as follows.

A circular is to be issued calling for a statement of the true amount and designation of all Royal taxes leviable on farm lands, rice lands, dikes, ditches and timber belonging to each domain, department and cantonment. A tabulated statement shall be drawn up showing what has been expended out of the income received by each department, the balance in hand, the amount due but not received as well as an inventory of office furniture. A circular shall be issued calling for a statement of the total amount of expenditure in the provinces, whether the regular official expenditure or pay for soldiers. Rates and taxes of all kinds in each province and the contributions to the palace, whether of rice, millet, beans, cotton cloth or grass cloth are all to be paid in money. Banks are to be established for the issue of current coin to the people to furnish them with capital for trading in rice and grain. The con-
version of the taxes into money is to be further deliberated on.

This is well and good so far as it goes, but there is a deal of meaning hidden in the last clause.

The carrying out of this law will enable the treasury department to know where it stands. There has been a lamentable lack of book keeping in the Korean government during the last few centuries. A clear outline of receipts and expenditures will be the death blow to a large body of hangers-on who have been accustomed to take care of the surplus. The government must know where the money goes to—every dollar of it. Then and only then will Korea be on a safe financial footing. It is not that Korea is poor; she is not. She is comparatively well off, but the prevailing custom in regard to the disbursement of funds would wreck the British government or the United States government in a year. If one half the taxes paid by the tax-payers of Korea ever reached the treasury and all officials were definitely salaried Korea would be the most solvent government in the East.

The question arises, in regard to the above resolution, as to the meaning of the statement that banks are to be established for the issue of current coin to the people. What do the people give in return for it? Is the government intending to buy the rice and grain to the extent of the taxes and then take the money back as payment for taxes? If so the difference between that method and the present one will be that the government rather than the people will have the work of transporting the rice to the capital. We do not understand that banks are made to furnish capital for people to trade with and we doubt whether such a bank would pay any dividends especially in Korea; but there is evidently a desire to get out of the present difficulties and therefore even this suggestion is hailed as an indication of a determination to work out the problem in
some way. But as I have intimated, there is a good deal behind that final clause. We trust that the time is not for distant when the Korean government will be on a sound financial footing and when the enlightened policy shadowed forth in these and all the other resolutions, which we have not space to discuss in detail, shall bear their legitimate fruit in a contented peasantry and an upright officiary and an intelligent and industrious middle class.

Finally we hope and believe that these resolutions will reach their culmination in a clause declaring Freedom of Religion for the Korean people.

Homer B. Hulbert.

Note. Allow me to say that the Council of State have not finished their deliberations and it is therefore impossible as yet to review the resolutions as a whole. I have therefore selected from those already agreed upon such as seem most important.

It is hardly necessary to say that as yet few of these have been put in operation. The Chinese calendar has been discarded. The whole scheme of the officary has been reorganized. The new coin has been put into circulation. The wearing of long sleeves by the Nyang-ban class has been discontinued. A police force has been organized and a law requiring the name of each inmate of each house to be posted on the front door has been enforced.

The more radical reforms are still held in abeyance but upon the completion of the Council's work and its ratification by His Majesty they will doubtless be put in operation as rapidly as the still unsettled condition of the country will permit.
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SEVEN MONTHS AMONG THE TONG HAKS.

It has been my rare privilege during the past few months to reside in one of the rebel districts of Korea and witness the working of the Tong Hak rebellion from the start to about the finish. The usual time for the Tong Hak uprising has been in the spring just before the barley crop ripens and the oppression of the officials pinches the most, but the past summer's troubles pushed nearly every thing Korean out of its normal position, even the Tong Hak periodical uprising. Early in October last I arrived in the north west of the Whang Hai province to find everything quiet, the only fear being that the Japanese soldiers would make a sweep upon them in the west. Several times the Japanese war ships were anchored off the coast to the great consternation of the natives who were in readiness at a moment's notice either night or day to make for the mountains. They had heard the Japanese soldiers were a great improvement on the Chinese in their treatment of the Koreans but such a story was not to be believed.

I noticed on my arrival that many of my former acquaintances who only a few months before invited me to their villages now carefully shunned me. No person wished to be identified with the foreigner. Several friends warned me of my danger as the Tong Haks were getting very numerous and were already threatening to kill the "Westerner" and all the "Western doctrine" folk (Christians). At first it did not give me any concern nor did I wish to show that I even heard the report.

In the meantime the magistrates and governor seemed to be utterly unfitted for their responsibility. The people had heard about a change in the management of public affairs; for a time it brought no benefit to the n, but it proved to be for the worse.
The rapacious underlings seemed to be let loose upon the people and oppressed at will. The old system of squeezing was run to seed.

When once it was heard that the Japanese had crossed the Yalu River, the Koreans took it for granted that they would be able to treat with these officials as there would be no outside interference.

Late in October on a visit to one of the neighboring villages as my custom was, what was my surprise to meet with a few score of these cotton clad braves all heading for the Capital of the province. They were not a very formidable looking lot, their only armor being a little bag slung over their shoulder containing ten days rations of rice and the ordinary brass spoon. Every body was surprised to find so large a number had joined them from their own villages, so quietly did they do their work of propagation. They alleged that the governor had received orders from Seoul to put them all to death and that he purposed to carry out the order.

The real purpose, in my opinion, of this demonstration, was to find out their strength and get them accustomed to traveling as well as meet the leaders. Some distance outside the city the servants of the terrorized Governor met them. They said they had been loyal to the king and honored their parents and wished to know why they were ordered to be killed. He replied that they had done very wrong in thus mustering, but if they quietly returned to their farms and did not repeat the offence all would be well,—if not they all would be put to death.

On their return to their homes, it was reported that anyone who spoke anything against the Tong Hak must have his top knot cut off. Fabulous reports were given of their numbers in other places.

They then after trying in vain to get the people in a body to join their ranks, started for the different magistracies. Magistrates were seized, books burned, guns, ammunition, spears, and banners plundered.

To the ordinary Korean such power so quickly acquired seemed to substantiate their reports of magical power. Little persuasion or threatening was now needed to swell the ranks. Thousands joined in a day, several who attended our meeting in the morning were on the warpath in the evening. Great were the promises and bright the prospects of the initiated.
They struck a very effective chord in the Korean's heart. No sickness would enter the house; crops would never fail; debts would not be paid nor taxes; in the battle the bullets of the enemy would be changed to water. Indeed the magical power of the leaders was limitless. It gave an opportunity also to pay off an old score with an enemy.

The leaders were on horseback with floating banners and rattling of drums and cymbals. The horses, guns, swords, and spears of the people were seized and made to do service.

At this juncture a band of several hundred came from a distance to carry out the threat made a month before regarding us. Our villagers warned us in time the night before. They had already plundered considerable on their way. I retired to rest fully expecting to be put to death the next day. To escape was impossible. It was useless to hide in another village for the Tong Haks were everywhere. To escape by road was out of the question as the roads were watched and travelled night and day. The boats were also seized.

Every person's movements were watched, especially the "foreigner's." A man who left our room on his way home with a New Testament in his hand was seized and bound fast and had it not been for the interference of friends he would have fared badly. One of our leading Christians had made some bitter enemies among them by ridiculing their talk about magical power such as when after eating these letters they took to shaking and jumping about. He would gladly have recalled some of his words if he could, seeing the turn affairs had taken. The Tong Haks slept that night two miles away. Two of our friends started out into the dark to see an acquaintance who had become a leader among them. On into the morning they con
erved concerning the Word of God and its deeper meaning. The rebel thanked him for his instruction promising to use his influence in protecting the foreigner and the few Christians, writing a letter to the several other leaders in the same strain. It had the desired effect as far as we were concerned and on the next day they passed by in hundreds levying as much rice as they wished on every village or healthy person. On that round they fell in with and killed ten Japanese merchants who were detained by head winds on their way to Pyeong Yang. About the same time seven Japanese-ship wrecked merchants were also shot, speared and mutilated and their property
plundered. Two or three Buddhist priests were also dispatched being suspected of being spies sent by Japanese to find the bodies of the dead or where they had been buried. Clocks and watches belonging to the murdered Japanese were brought to me to explain their use and set them going. Having once thus come to an understanding with a few of the leaders we at length became on friendly terms with them all or nearly so and when hundreds of them would be passing, the leaders would be sure to call and have a chat while their followers were made to remain without in the distance with respect for us. Some time in January was the first meeting of the Tong Haks in that province with the Japanese soldiers. There were thousands of them mustered, most of them believing in the magical power of their leaders and marching boldly to meet their foe. There were only a couple of dozen of Japanese soldiers in the Capital, but when their bullets began to take effect, the rebels, disappointed, fled. It is said that when they saw their comrades fall they cried out to the leader in chief to use his magic. He replied that though he had now repeated those letters for ten years yet he knew of no better trick under such circumstances than to run. Not one of the Japanese was wounded, while several scores of the Tong Haks were left on the field. Previous to this they had entered into the Capital, seized the Governor and after much beating and threatening compelled him to be duly initiated and to study the mysteries. Thus we had for some time a Tong Hak Governor in our province. The Governor's son who spoke Japanese secured the services of some Japanese men from Chemulpo to keep the rebels out of the Capital. For a while Koreans also dressed in black so that those outside the city walls took them to be all Japanese and dared not come near. After this the whole movement began to fizzle as the leaders lost their influence over their men. Little bands with a leader of their own would go about plundering and squeezing at will. The poor kept on the road continually just because the wealthy must supply them with rice. Several rich persons who escaped from Iyeng Yang in the Summer were stripped of nearly all they had left. Many also who escaped to the islands some months before, were followed there and met the same fate. The explanation always given was that these were preparations for war. It became a year of plenty for the poor, while
wealth and rank formerly worshipped by the Korean now became a misfortune. Again they began the propagation of the mysteries, but this time with more violent means. They felt their cause was not going in the end to succeed and order would be restored some day, so that if all the people joined there would be a better chance of all being pardoned. All sorts of stories were circulated by the leaders to revive their drooping spirits. Three steam boat loads of Japanese heads were landed near Pyeng Yang and all put together made a large mountain. The Chinese were already in possession of Pyeng Yang and marching south. Strange red coated soldiers had landed in Chemulpo and were driving out the Japanese. Also the long prophesied “South Korean” had risen up and soldiers were pouring in from the south to give deliverance to the nation.

Right near our village a Korean interpreter or two having come ashore from a Japanese boat to make some inquiries were seized by the rebels and killed. Next day a little Japanese gunboat came quite near, fired a cannon ball into a Korean boat supposing these were the guilty parties; fortunately no one was killed. But all the villagers, men women and children, made for the mountain or neighbouring villages and when a few Japanese landed the consternation was complete. I at once became exceedingly popular in the vicinity as they imagined I might be of some service in preventing the Japanese entering their village. Some little time before this the villagers assembled and requested us to allow them to erect a Christian flag before my door. All shades of belief, rebel and loyal, Christian and devil worshiper, joined heartily in erecting the pole. The flag was white with a red St George’s cross across the middle. They all assembled and as we ran up the flag we joined in singing in Korean “All hail the power of Jesus’ name.” Day after day since, that emblem of purity and suffering for the sake of others waves in the breeze and can be seen for miles around by the villagers, preaching in terms easily understood.

About the last of January order was restored in Hai Ju, the capital, and for some distance off, as the Japanese soldiers had again come. A new Governor and Magistrate were sent. The Magistrate on his arrival at Chong Yun was immediately seized by the Tong Haiks and carried off to the house of a chief. They suspected him of being in league with the Japanese soldiers.
A short time after the Japanese did come and it was really amusing to see how the braves sneaked away like so many rats to their hiding places. For several days not a Tong Hak was to be seen. At night a crowd of them would come to my room to seek advice and of course they were advised to give up their plundering and obey the Magistrate. This the most of them agreed to do and glad they were to show their sincerity by delivering up their guns, spears and swords. The Magistrate promised pardon for all past offences but a renewal of them would be punishable with death. Though the promises were fair on the part of the magistrate and rebels, each suspected the other. One of the chief leaders in the province applied to me for assistance in coming to terms with the magistrate. This was secured and by it he has so far saved his head. This chief through his influence has prevented the second uprising in that large magistracy.

When the new magistrate and governor came they at once appointed several hundred soldiers for the Capital and largest magistracies. These soldiers had been many of them Tong Hak, but were willing enough to help destroy and plunder their former comrades when they were rendered helpless. It is exactly Korean to help the one on top of the heap. Had these soldiers acted rightly all further trouble and bloodshed might have been avoided, but they did not enlist for that purpose. On the slightest pretext these fellows would make a raid on some village not so much because there were a few inoffensive Tong Haks there reciting their magic letters as because there were well-to-do persons there whose houses were worth plundering. It was the custom on approaching a village to fire off their guns that the villagers might get away and the soldiers be left to carry away their belongings without any resistance. Having experienced several raids in that way the Tong Haks felt they were deceived by the officials and would certainly sooner or later all be put to death. Again they began to muster from all over the province among the mountains in the north. This time it was the more vicious, the guilty, the extremely poor with no family cares who were on the war path. These had little to lose and rather enjoyed wandering about living on the rice of others. When all was in readiness they made a swoop upon the cities where soldiers were stationed, carried off what they could find and burned the houses. In the city of Chang Yun alone about 400 houses were burned including the magistracy.
Of course when trouble arose the brave volunteers escaped. They had not enlisted to fight. Again the Capital, Hai Chu, was in danger and the inhabitants were in greatest consternation. The Governor almost frantic with alarm was compelled to seek assistance, wherever available. A few Japanese soldiers ingratiated themselves into the hearts of the people of Hai Chu by appearing just at the right moment as their deliverers. The Tong Haks fled without making a stand at all. They had come to have revenge on the Governor who oppressed them, not to fight with Japanese soldiers. As late as April the Kang Wha soldiers appeared upon the scene. They came it was said to destroy all the Tong Haks or in fact to make a clean sweep of all Whang Hai province. The Tong Haks, local volunteers and police took much, but the Kang Wha heroes left nothing — so report had it. The rebels when I left May 1st were pretty much scattered and hiding, but the Whang Hai chief Im had a little following and was fleeing before his pursuers. Quite near our village in one of the mountains several score of the worst of the rebels and their leaders built a house and were living on the spoils they had taken months before. That den was raided and they scattered leaving several of their comrades dead upon the hills. In a little skirmish at the magistracy thirty or more rebels were killed. These bodies were left a ghastly spectacle unburied, the foxes for foxes and crows. The bodies of the beheaded were hung for days outside the main gate of the magistracy as a warning to others. In April policemen and soldiers went about in bands of 20 or 30 supposed to be searching for rebels, but really squeezing money from the villages. The leaders of little bands though already pardoned were the principal victims. Many were the rebels who came stating they wished to be Christians, but whose real object was to secure the supposed protection of the foreigner. The magistrate had heard I was receiving into the church such men but I soon disabused his mind of such an erroneous notice. Two questions may be asked in connection with the Tong Hak troubles. 1. What was the Object? The people are getting some ideas of liberty by contact with the foreigner and his religion and they purpose no longer to submit to the misrule of rapacious officials and their hirelings. They were desirous too of helping Providence in the fulfilment of the old prophecy that the present Dynasty was to exist for only 500 years, already completed. It was really
wonderful how little plundering they did; considering the large numbers who followed for no other purpose.

2. What effect will the movement have on the spread of the Gospel? Of course the reply can only be little more than a conjecture. The people have been taught the folly of worshipping spirits and the necessity of worshipping God only. Their idea of God and his worship is according to the Roman Catholics and Buddhists combined. Abstinence, ablutions and sacrifices were freely practiced to appease the deity. “Repairing of the mind” or repentance was exhorted. The people are now asking what is the true way to worship God? They are conscious we know more about Him than they do. The spirit of inquiry is abroad everywhere. The Tong Haks feel they failed through want of knowledge. More than all, trouble and anxiety are leading the poor Korean to stretch out his hands to God.